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1. Introduction
● CNN

○ Strong locality bias and spatial invariance

○ Ineffective for holistic understanding

● Transformer
○ Free to learn complex relationships

○ High computational costs

Do we have to re-learn everything we know about the local structure and 

regularity of images?

➔ We hypothesize that low-level image structure is well described by a local 

connectivity, i.e. a convolutional architecture.



1. Introduction

● Use CNNs to learn a context-rich vocabulary of image constituents

● Utilize transformers to efficiently model their composition within high-

resolution images



2. Related Work - iGPT

● iGPT

● VQVAE-2
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3. Approach - Overview



● Any image can be represented by a spatial collection of codebook entries

● A sequence of h · w indices which specify the respective entries in the 

learned codebook

3.1. Learning an Effective Codebook of Image Constituents



● The encoder E and decoder G learn to represent images with codes from 

a discrete codebook

VQVAE



● The reconstruction is given by

● The model and codebook can be trained via the loss function

VQVAE



● We propose VQGAN which uses a discriminator and perceptual loss to 

learn a perceptually rich codebook

● The complete objective for finding the optimal model

VQGAN



3.2. Learning the Composition of Images

● A sequence s of indices from the codebook, which is obtained by 

replacing each code by its index in the codebook Z



3.2. Learning the Composition of Images

● Image-generation can be formulated as autoregressive next-index 

prediction

● Maximize the log-likelihood



Conditioned Synthesis

● The task is then to learn the likelihood of the sequence given this 

information c

● We first learn another VQGAN to obtain again an index-based 

representation r, then simply prepend r to s



Generating High-Resolution Images

● We have to work patch-wise and crop images to restrict the length of s to 

a maximally feasible size during training

● Unconditional image synthesis on aligned data, we can simply condition 

on image coordinates



4.1. Attention Is All You Need in the Latent Space

Comparing Transformer and PixelSNAIL architectures across different 

datasets and model sizes



4.2. A Unified Model for Image Synthesis Tasks
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4.2. A Unified Model for Image Synthesis Tasks



4.3. Building Context-Rich Vocabularies

How important are context-rich vocabularies?

● Encode images of size H × W into discrete codes of size H/f × W/f



4.4. Quantitative Comparison to Existing Models

Semantic synthesis



4.4. Quantitative Comparison to Existing Models

Unconditional face synthesis


